Catalog of empties

INTRODUCTION / FOREWORD

Dear Partner!
As a technology pioneer in this field, for over
100 years Knorr-Bremse has been driving
progress in development, production, marketing and service. Our close, trust-based relationship with our suppliers is a significant
factor contributing to our successful market
position.
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Purchasing has expanded its focus beyond
cutting costs and ensuring that global production locations are supplied with materials. By partnering with innovative suppliers,
a modern purchasing organization contributes significant value to the growth of the
company and plays a key role in the quality
of the end product.
As a strategic partner of Knorr-Bremse, the
supplier shall therefore take on, meet and
implement the requirements defined by
Knorr-Bremse Rail Vehicle Systems in the
areas of quality, environmental protection
and industrial safety.

To meet these requirements, the selection
of the appropriate packaging for production
material plays a significant role.
It is an important aspect for optimizing the total cost approach in the context of a supply chain from the supplier to
Knorr-Bremse and finally also to the end customer.
This brochure serves as a guide and a specification to the application of delivery packaging at Knorr-Bremse Rail Vehicle Systems, and
provides information on the reusable packaging used by the company.
We hope that we can contribute to improving our processes with our publication. If
you have any questions, contact your contact with confidence.

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

GENERAL PACKAGING
REQUIREMENTS
The supplier is obligated to accept responsibility for ensuring that all delivered
parts are correctly and adequately preserved, protected and packaged in order that
they safely reach their destination at
a Knorr-Bremse location.
Knorr-Bremse demands the application of
recyclable materials for both non-resusable and reusable packaging / load carriers;
however reusable packaging and load carriers are the preferred option.
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For this reason, it is the waste management goal of both Knorr-Bremse and its
suppliers to adhere to environmental legislation according to the ecological principle
prevention before reduction before recycling. Employing this policy will result in
a consistent contribution to the reduction of waste.

›› Packaging waste prevention

Keep the quantity of packaging waste to
a minimum.

›› Packaging reduction

All reusable and non-reusable packaging have to be defined according to
their ecological and economic impact;
packaging should only be used if it’s really necessary.

›› Packaging recycling

Reusable and non-reusable packaging
must be compatible with an environmentally compliant recycling process.

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

PACKAGINC REQUIREMENTS
››
››
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››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

damage-free delivery of parts,
delivery exclusively within clean packaging,
economically and efficiently constructed unit loads,
efficient use of space,
stackability,
stability in terms of state, form and volume,
smooth unloading via forklift trucks,
secure transport
observation of predetermined dimension specifications,
easy removal of parts / optimum handling in assembly,
correct identification through use of
standardized labelling,
recyclable materials,
guaranteed anti-corrosion protection.

›› The current packaging

manual is available
at our company’s
website.

››

In each case, packaging has to fulfil the following requirements:

To help meet these requirements,
Knorr-Bremse recommends the use of
resuable containers for its partners, and
provides its suppliers with free of charge1
the amount of storages required for uninterrupted material supply.

1 Inquire about possible fees from your Contact.

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

STANDARDIZED PACKAGING
In order to keep packaging component
costs as low as possible and to avoid the
high expense incurred by disposable
packaging, the repetitive use of standardized packaging is preferred.
Standardized packaging is divided into
specific Knorr-Bremse standardized reusable packaging (e.g. KB plastic insert trays,
part-adjusted inlays/ inserts etc.), which is
normally the property of Knorr-Bremse; as
well as generally established standardized
packaging (e.g. cardboard, corrugated cardboard, netting tubes etc.).
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Knorr-Bremse separates packaging into
three types:

››
››
››

internal packaging,
external packaging and
load carriers.

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

internal packaging is to
provide padding or to secure parts within the external packaging, depending
on their level of fragility:
bag / plastic pouch, KB plastic insert
tray, KB specialized part-adjusted inlay,
netting tube.

function of the
is
›› The
to withstand the internal and external
external packaging
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forces (pressure, inert forces etc.):
small load carrier (SLC): is the term
used for the predominantly standardized container, mainly of plastic manufacture, intended for use in the transport and torage of parts.
cardboard and corrugated cardboard boxes.

››

The function of the load carrier is to
protect the packaged good during
transport and to ensure its secure
transport and storage:
examples of load carriers include euro pallets, non-resuable pallets, euro mesh pallets and reusable containers.

››

Internal and individual packaging
must be arranged within the external
packaging to allow an even weight
distribution. The size of the external
packaging must correspond to that
of the internal and individual packaging. If the internal and individual
packaging is smaller than the external
packaging, all empty spaces within
the package must be filled to ensure
that the internal and individual packaging does not slip out of position during transport and handling.)

››

›› The function of the

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

REUSABLE PACKAGING
The main advantages of resuable packagings are that they are interchangeable and
can be used several times. With their application it is possible to reduce the waste
coming from packaging and ensure continuous material supply.
The packaging units used by Knorr-Bremse are KLT-s and Gitterboxes (see specifications in appendix).

OUR PARTNERS ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR:

›› requesting,;
›› registrating, cleaning, preserving the
reusable storage units,

›› complaining any deviations (quantitative, qualitative) that may arise.
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REUSABLE PACKAGING
REQUIREMENTS
In order to ensure the smooth running
of the reusable units our suppliers have
some duties and rights.

at least one inventory oppor›› providing
tunity per year for KBU.

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

REUSABLE PACKAGING
reusable containers that are the property of
Knorr-Bremse may only be used solely for
the purposes specified by the transferor.
Knorr-Bremse provides storage space (based on experience and future needs) for a
specified time interval and may also charge a usage fee. Exceptions to these are
packagings delivered for debt relief.
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Knorr-Bremse will register the delivered
and returned carriers. This balance is the
accounting basis between the two companies. Monthly or quarterly of inventory
control level is to be registered based on
the traffic volume.

››

Empties on both sides must be clean
and free of damage (inside and
outside) to be dispatched.

EMPTIES

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

Container group: KLT
Accounting appellation: 003214

››
››
stacking factor

1+5

outside length
length x width x height (mm)

300 x 200 x 147

tara weight

0,72 kg

inside length
length x width x height (mm)

261 x 136 x 115

max. stacking load
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253 kg

max. filling (payload)

50 kg

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

Container group: KLT
Accounting appellation: 004314

››
››
stacking factor

1+5

outside length
length x width x height (mm)

400 x 300 x 147

tara weight

1,63 kg

inside length
length x width x height (mm)

334 x 247 x 90
max. stacking load
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258 kg
max. filling (payload)

50 kg

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

Container group: KLT
Accounting appellation: 006421

››
››
stacking factor

1+2

outside length
length x width x height (mm)

594 x 396 x 214

tara weight

4,00 kg

inside length
length x width x height (mm)

532 x 346 x 167
max. stacking load
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108 kg
max. filling (payload)

50 kg

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

Container group: Gitterbox
Accounting appellation: GB

››
››
stacking factor

1+4

outside length
length x width x height (mm)

1240 x 835 x 970

tara weight

85 kg
inside length
length x width x height (mm)

1200 x 800 x 780

max. stacking load

6000 kg
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max. töltet
fillingsúly
(payload)

1500 kg

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

Container group: Gitterbox
Accounting appellation: GB2

››
››
stacking factor

1+4

outside length
length x width x height (mm)

1240 x 835 x 720

tara weight

54,8 kg
inside length
length x width x height (mm)

1200 x 800 x 550
max. stacking load

4000 kg
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max. filling (payload)

1000 kg

C ATA LO G O F E M P T I E S

Container group: Gitterbox
Accounting appellation: GB3

››
››
stacking factor

1+4
outside length
length x width x height (mm)

1240 x 835 x 570

tara weight

53 kg
inside length
length x width x height (mm)

1200 x 800 x 350
max. stacking load

4000 kg
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max. filling (payload)

1000 kg

Knorr-Bremse Rail Systems Budapest
Helsinki út 105, 1238 Budapest, Hungary
Phone: +36-1-2894-100
Fax: +36-1-2894-192
http://www.knorr-bremse.hu/hu/

